Abstract: Objective The purpose of this study is to identify the high-risk areas of children's lead poisoning in Syracuse, NY, USA, using spatial modeling techniques. The relationships between the number of children's lead poisoning cases and three socio-economic and environmental factors (i.e., building year and town taxable value of houses, and soil lead concentration) were investigated. Methods Spatial generalized linear models (including Poisson, negative binomial, Poisson Hurdle, and negative binomial Hurdle models) were used to model the number of children's lead poisoning cases using the three predictor variables at the census block level in the inner city of Syracuse. Results The building year and town taxable value were strongly and positively associated with the elevated risk for lead poisoning, while soil lead concentration showed a weak relationship with lead poisoning. The negative binomial Hurdle model with spatial random effects was the appropriate model for the disease count data across the city neighborhood. Conclusions The spatial negative binomial Hurdle model best fitted the number of children with lead poisoning and provided better predictions over other models. It could be used to deal with complex spatial data of children with lead poisoning, and may be generalized to other cities.
Introduction
Lead exposure has adverse health impacts on children's mental and physical growth and development. Children under six years of age have the highest chance of exposure to lead hazard due to their behavior and other factors. Even low exposure will affect children's nerve and brain system, causing low IQ, learning disabilities, and hearing problems [1, 2] . Water, paint, soil, and dust are the common sources of environmental lead exposure. However, pediatric lead poisoning is completely preventable through an intervention such as proactively identifying the lead sources in the environment and educating parents and guardians on how to reduce exposure to these environmental sources [3] . The local health departments started lead screening programs in the early 1990s to monitor the children's blood lead levels. Later, in order to prevent pediatric lead poisoning, public health service agencies decided that it is important to shift from case identification and management to primary prevention. Thus, these service agencies are interested in developing analytical methods to identify high-risk areas of lead poisoning.
Statistical models are useful tools for assessing the risks of lead poisoning. They establish the relationships between the number of lead poisoning cases and socio-economic variables and/or environmental factors. These models then can be applied to identify and predict localized risks. Griffith et al. [4] developed a spatially filtered logistic regression model to explain the empirical regression to model the probability that a count is zero or a positive integer value, and the second part is a truncated-at-zero distribution to model the number of counts greater than zero (i.e., positive integer numbers). Although Mullahy [17] limited his discussion to the case where both transition probabilities were from zero to one and the count variables were Poisson variates, the truncated distribution can be either a Poisson or a negative binomial. Later, Lambert [18] proposed zero-inflated models which are a mixture of a logistic regression and either a Poisson or a negative binomial model. The logistic model is used to separate zeros from positive counts and the Poisson or negative binomial model is used to model the positive counts. Zero-inflated models are distinct from Hurdle models in their way of interpreting and analyzing zero counts. Zero-inflated models assume that zero observations have two different origins, namely "structural" and "sampling", while Hurdle models assume that all zeros are from one "sampling" source [7, 8, 19] .
The objective of this study was to develop a model to predict the expected number of children with lead poisoning cases with an elevated blood lead level (≥10 µg/dL) in the inner city of Syracuse, New York, USA. The census block was chosen as the spatial resolution to identify the residential areas of children with lead poisoning. In our previous studies [20] , we assumed that the children with lead poisoning risk could be assessed through two perspectives, physical exposure to the environmental sources of lead hazard and socio-economic vulnerability. We explored a number of socio-economic statuses and environmental factors [4, 21] and identified three important factors (i.e., soil lead concentration, building year and the town taxable value of the residential houses) as the predictors used in the regression models in this study. Because the number of children with lead poisoning has been greatly reduced after 20 years of lead poisoning prevention, the available count data were strongly skewed with excessive zero counts. Hence, we attempted to compare different statistical models to obtain an optimal model for the given empirical dataset and assess the model prediction performance by the jackknife resampling technique.
Materials and Methods

Materials
In this study, the response variable was the number of children having blood lead levels (BLL) ≥ 10 µg/dL (a.k.a. elevated BLL). The Onondaga County Health Department (OCHD) provided the surveillance data of the children's BLL. The dataset included the children's lead screening tests from 2007 to 2011 in Syracuse, New York. To avoid the sampling bias caused by the follow-up blood tests, we chose only the first test of each child in the surveillance dataset. The lead test records included children's birthday, test date, test type, gender, race, and primary address. There were a total of 24,222 observations in the data. All the records were geo-coded by the reference data 2010 TIGER/Line Shapefiles provided by US Census Bureau. We merged the observation database with the census block map layer in ArcGIS 10 (http://resources.arcgis.com/en/home/), and found out that a total of 1393 blocks have records of children screened for lead levels, out of the total 2350 blocks in the city of Syracuse, NY.
We counted the number of children whose BLL ≥ 10 µg/dL in each census block. If there was no child having the BLL ≥ 10 µg/dL, we recorded a 0 for the census block ( Figure 1) . Otherwise, the actual number of children with the BLL ≥ 10 µg/dL was recorded. The sample mean of the response variable was 0.68, while the sample variance was 2.32 (Table 1) . Thus, the sample variance was more than three times greater than the sample mean. The frequency distribution of the children's BLL ≥ 10 µg/dL showed excessive zeros and was highly skewed to the right, which also confirmed the underlying overdispersion ( Figure 2 ). 8 Note: BLL stands for blood lead level.
Number of Children with BLL
≥ 10 µ g/dL 0.68 0 2.32 0 13 Total number of BLL tests 31.05 28.00 430.03 1 207 Building Year of Houses 1923 1922 308.6 1860 1978 Town Taxable Value (dollar) 58,445 54,874 567,148,162 14,000 230,106 Soil Lead Concentration (ppm) 185.8 164.5 12,660 10.03 840.
Figure 1.
The spatial patterns of the number of children with a blood lead levels (BLL) ≥ 10 µ g/dL at the census block level in the city of Syracuse, New York (NY). Figure 1 . The spatial patterns of the number of children with a blood lead levels (BLL) ≥ 10 µg/dL at the census block level in the city of Syracuse, New York (NY). Three predictor variables were used in this study based on the variable selection process in the previous study [20] , including the building year of the houses (i.e., the year of construction), the town taxable value of the houses (dollar), and the soil lead contamination concentration (parts per million, ppm). The building year and town taxable value of the houses were collected from the Syracuse-Onondaga County Planning Agency 2005 tax parcel layer. We selected the residential properties in the city of Syracuse by the land-use code. The building years and town taxable values of the houses in a census block were then averaged to get the data in ArcGIS 10 (http://resources.arcgis.com/en/home/). The oldest residential buildings were built in 1860, and the newest was built in 1978 ( Table 1 ). The town taxable value showed that the average taxable value was $58,445 and the median taxable value was $54,874. The lowest taxable value was $14,000 and the highest was $230,106 (Table 1) . Then, we divided the town taxable value by 1000, and took a natural log-transformation of the results to generate the predictor variable.
Soil samples were collected and analyzed by Johnson and Bretsch in the summer of 2003 and 2004 [22] . There were a total of 3000 soil samples taken across the city of Syracuse. Distance inverse weighting interpolation was employed to obtain a continuous surface of the soil lead concentration. In addition, the average soil lead concentration was computed at the census block level using ArcGIS 10 (Environmental Systems Research Institute, Inc., Redlands, CA, USA). The soil lead concentration was highly skewed, the sample mean of the soil lead concentration was 186 ppm, while the sample median was 165 ppm (Table 1) . We took a natural log transformation on the soil lead concentration as the predictor variable.
Methods
The response variable was the number of children having a BBL ≥ 10 µg/dL in each census block. However, many geographical units did not have any lead poisoning cases. The empirical data did show the problem of excessive zeros. To identify the "best" model for the count response variable in this study, we attempted to compare several potential candidate models, including a Poisson model (as the benchmark), a negative binomial model, and Hurdle models. The Hurdle models were used because we assumed the zero counts were only "sampling zeros", i.e., the zero counts in the census blocks having records of children screened for lead levels. On the other hand, if the zero counts (i.e., structural zero) also included the children without BLL screening tests, the zero-inflated models would be a good choice, which Three predictor variables were used in this study based on the variable selection process in the previous study [20] , including the building year of the houses (i.e., the year of construction), the town taxable value of the houses (dollar), and the soil lead contamination concentration (parts per million, ppm). The building year and town taxable value of the houses were collected from the Syracuse-Onondaga County Planning Agency 2005 tax parcel layer. We selected the residential properties in the city of Syracuse by the land-use code. The building years and town taxable values of the houses in a census block were then averaged to get the data in ArcGIS 10 (http://resources. arcgis.com/en/home/). The oldest residential buildings were built in 1860, and the newest was built in 1978 (Table 1 ). The town taxable value showed that the average taxable value was $58,445 and the median taxable value was $54,874. The lowest taxable value was $14,000 and the highest was $230,106 (Table 1) . Then, we divided the town taxable value by 1000, and took a natural log-transformation of the results to generate the predictor variable.
The response variable was the number of children having a BBL ≥ 10 µg/dL in each census block. However, many geographical units did not have any lead poisoning cases. The empirical data did show the problem of excessive zeros. To identify the "best" model for the count response variable in this study, we attempted to compare several potential candidate models, including a Poisson model (as the benchmark), a negative binomial model, and Hurdle models. The Hurdle models were used because we assumed the zero counts were only "sampling zeros", i.e., the zero counts in the census blocks having records of children screened for lead levels. On the other hand, if the zero counts (i.e., structural zero) also included the children without BLL screening tests, the zero-inflated models would be a good choice, which treat the zero counts generated by two different processes [7, 8] . In addition, we utilized the census blocks as the random effects to handle the spatial effects across the study area [11, 15] .
Poisson Model
Poisson regression is the traditional method for modeling count response variables (Y i ), although it is usually criticized for its strict assumption of equal mean and variance. We used the Poisson regression as a benchmark model for our children's BLL data. The Poisson distribution is defined as [7, 8] :
where P(Y i ) is the probability that the number of events (Y i ) occurred in a census tract (i = 1, 2, . . . , n), and µ i is the parameter representing the expected value of Y i . It is assumed that mean E(Y i ) = µ i and variance Var (Y i ) = µ i . The set of predictor variables X influences µ i via the function:
where β is the set of regression coefficients to be estimated from the data, and ln stands for the natural logarithm. In addition, the census blocks were used as the random effects to incorporate the spatial autocorrelation among the census blocks:
where Z i is the design matrix for the census blocks and γ is the random effects parameter such that γ~N (0, G) [7] .
Negative Binomial Model
The negative binomial model is considered the most common alternative to the Poisson model [7, 8] , and addresses the overdispersion by including a dispersion parameter to accommodate the unobserved heterogeneity in the count data:
with the mean E(Y i ) = µ and variance function Var (Y i ) = µ + κµ r , where κ is known as the dispersion parameter. The Poisson model is the limiting model of the negative binomial mode when κ→0. The link function of the negative binomial model was also:
Similar to the Poisson model, the census blocks were used as the random effects below:
Hurdle Models
The Hurdle model is a widely used alternative for the count data with excessive zeros and has a two-stage modeling process. In the first stage, a logistic regression is used to model a binary variable, which measures whether the count response variable is zero or a positive integer. In other words, the observed counts fall below or above the hurdle (i.e., zero). Then, a truncated-at-zero model is used 7 of 14 to explain the observed counts greater than zero [7, 8] . For the count response variable Y i , let's define two independent random variables Y 1 and Y 2 such that:
Because Y 1 is essentially used to establish the event of crossing the hurdle (i.e., zero), we defined P(Y i = 0) = p i , and P(Y i ≥ 1) = 1− p i , and used a logistic regression to model p i . For the positive integer counts, a truncated-at-zero probability density function can be used, such as a truncated Poisson or truncated negative binomial [7, 8, 17] . In this study both the truncated Poisson and negative binomial distributions were utilized. The link functions for the two-stages are:
For the logistic regression:
For the truncated model:
where α and β are the sets of regression coefficients for the stages 1 and 2, respectively. Note that different predictor variables X could be used in each of the two-stage models because the predictor variables affected the first stage might not be the same as those affecting the second stage. However, we used the same three predictor variables for both two-stage models. Again, we extended the Hurdle model to spatially clustered count data by including the random effects parameters to account for the spatial autocorrelation among the census blocks: For the logistic regression:
where γ 1 and γ 2 were the random effects parameters for the stages 1 and 2, respectively.
Offset Modeling
For geographically distributed count data, the offset is important for modeling the count response variable because it often has "units". For example, the number of children's lead poisoning cases in the census block i might be larger than that in the census block j because the block i had a substantially larger children population than the block j. It is necessary to take different "population sizes" into account [11] . Therefore, the offset is an adjustment for the population sizes and accounts for heterogeneity due to differences in population size. In this study, we used the total number of BLL screening tests (N i ) in each census block as the offset variable. The count response variable (i.e., the number of children with a BLL ≥ 10 µg/dL) was divided by the offset variable as the adjustment so that the response variable in the modeling process was actually the rate of children having a BLL ≥10 µg/dL in each census block. It could be used to compare different census blocks with different population sizes (i.e., the total number of BLL screening tests). Consequently, the link functions above modeled the rates of children's lead poisoning (e.g., Equation (2)) became:
The regression coefficient for the offset was fixed at 1 [11] .
Model Specification
The three predictor variables are denoted as follows: (1) X 1 = building year of houses, (2) X 2 = natural logarithm of town taxable value (in thousands of dollars), and (3) X 3 = natural logarithm of soil lead concentration (ppm). Therefore, the link function for the Poisson and negative binomial models (as well as the truncated model of the Hurdle models) is:
where β = [β 0 , β 1 , β 2 , β 3 ] is the set of regression coefficients to be estimated from the data. Similarly, the link function for the logistic regression of the Hurdle models is:
where α = [α 0 , α 1 , α 2 , α 3 ] is the set of regression coefficients to be estimated from the data.
Model Assessment
The Akaike information criterion (AIC) was used to evaluate the model fitting in this study [23] . AIC is commonly formulated as:
where logL is the maximum log-likelihood representing the goodness of model fitting and p is the number of model parameters to be estimated [23] . The model with a smaller AIC is preferred. If the difference of the AIC values between two models is >2, the difference between the two models is considered significant (some people may use other criteria/cut-off such as >4, >7, >10, or >14) [23] .
After the model fitting, the model predictions were produced and summarized into count categories. The predicted frequency distributions from the four models were compared with the observed frequency distribution of the response variable to compare and illustrate the model fitting. To assess the model performance, the four models were validated by jackknife resampling [24] , in which each model was constructed using all but one observation (sample size n -1). Afterward, the fitted model was used to predict the value of the count response variable for the excluded observation. Two statistics based on jackknifing were obtained for each model to assess the model prediction performance (Equations (15) and (16)) for each model as follows:
Mean prediction error (MPE):
Mean absolute error (MAE):
where Y i is the ith observed count response variable, andŶ i,−i is the predicted value of the ith observed value by the fitted model that was fitted using (n − 1) observations and that excluded the use of the ith observation. Then, the model jackknifing predictions (Ŷ i,−i ) were summarized into count categories, and Pearson χ 2 was used to compare the observed frequencies of Y i with the jackknifing predictions. In this study, the PROC NLMIXED procedure in SAS 9.4 (SAS Institute, Inc., Carey, NC, USA) was used for fitting all models and for conducting jackknifing model validation [25] .
Results
In general, the soil lead concentration was negatively associated with the building year with a Pearson correlation coefficient of −0.54, meaning that the older the house, the higher the lead concentration in the soil. The Pearson correlation between the house building year and its town taxable value was 0.35, indicating that older houses had lower taxable values. The Pearson correlation coefficient between the town taxable value and soil lead concentration was −0.33. Given the relatively lower correlations between the three predictor variables, there was no multicollinearity problem in the modeling and prediction processes [26] .
The Poisson, negative binomial, Poisson Hurdle, and negative binomial Hurdle models were fitted to the children's BLL data, respectively, with the census blocks as the random effects (RE) and the total number of BLL screening tests (N i ) in each census block as the offset variable (Equation (12)). The above four generalized linear mixed models with the random effects (i.e., the GLIMM models) fitted the data significantly better than the corresponding generalized linear models without the random effects (i.e., the GLIM models). For example, the AIC of the Poisson model without RE was 3009.7, while the AIC of the Poisson model with RE reduced to 2810.5. The AIC of the negative binomial model with RE was 2586.9, which was smaller than that (2637.9) of the negative binomial model without RE. In general, the magnitudes of the model coefficients of the GLIMM models were smaller than those of the GLIM models, but the standard errors of the model coefficients in the GLIMM models became slightly larger than those of the GLIM models, though all model coefficients remained statistically significant at the significance level of α = 0.05.
In this study, we used the census blocks as the random effects of the four regression models to deal with the spatial effects [11] . We computed Moran's I, one of the measures on spatial autocorrelation for the response variable [12] , as well as the model residuals in order to demonstrate the improvement of model fitting if the random effects (RE) were incorporated into the models. The results indicated that for the observed count response variable, the Moran's I was 0.0529 (Z = 37.78 and p < 0.0001), for the residuals of the Poisson model without RE the Moran's I was 0.0204 (Z = 14.86 and p < 0.0001), and for the residuals of the Poisson model with RE the Moran's I was reduced to 0.00261 (Z = 1.33 and p = 0.1832). The results clearly indicated that using the census blocks as RE would be able to significantly reduce the spatial autocorrelation in the model residuals.
The negative binomial model with RE fitted the children's BLL data better than the Poisson model with RE ( Table 2 ). The estimated model coefficients were in a close range between the Poisson model and the negative binomial model, but the standard errors (SE) of the negative binomial model coefficients were much larger than those of the Poisson model ( Table 3 ). The dispersion parameter of the negative binomial model was estimated as κ = 1.1424, which was significantly different from zero. Thus, the negative binomial model allowed the variance of the response variable to be 2.1424 (= 1 + 1.1424, Equation (4), assuming linear variance function) times larger than the mean of the response variable so that it relaxed the rigorous assumption of equal mean and variance for the Poison model. The estimated coefficients of the negative binomial model were all statistically significant. The model coefficient for X 1 (building year) indicated that more recently built houses would have a lower likelihood of lead poisoning. The coefficient of X 2 (log of town taxable value) showed that the higher the average block town taxable value, the lower the chance of having lead poisoning. The estimated parameter of X 3 (log of soil lead concentration) implied that the children would have a higher chance to exposure to lead if the surrounding of the house had higher soil lead concentration (Table 3) . The Hurdle models had two parts: (1) a logistic regression was used to predict the probability that the count response variable was zero or a positive integer, and (2) a truncated (Poisson or negative binomial) model was used to model the observed counts greater than zero (i.e., positive integers). The negative binomial Hurdle model fitted the children's BLL data better than the Poisson Hurdle model ( Table 2 ). The model coefficients in both the Poisson and negative binomial Hurdle models were very similar for both logistic regression and truncated models (Table 4) . However, all model coefficients were statistically significant in the logistic regression models, while the model coefficients for the X 3 (log of soil lead concentration) in both truncated models became non-significant (p-value > 0.11), indicating that the soil lead concentration was less important for predicting the positive cases of the children's BLL. Note:α 0~α3 are the model coefficients for the logistic regression in the Hurdle models;β 0~β3 are the model coefficients for the truncated Poisson or NB Hurdle models; The symbols *, **, and *** indicate statistical significance at α = 0.05, 0.01, and 0.001 levels, respectively.
After the model fitting, the four models were used to produce the predictions of the expected numbers of children's BLL ≥ 10 µg/dL at the census block level, and the Spearman correlation coefficients were computed between observed and predicted response variable. The results indicated that the Spearman correlation coefficient for the Poisson model was 0.53, negative binomial model 0.53, Poisson Hurdle model 0.44, and negative binomial Hurdle model 0.46. Then, the predicted numbers of children's BLL ≥ 10 µg/dL at the census block level were aggregated to the frequencies of children's BLL ≥ 10 µg/dL across the range of the count response variable (0 to 13 in this study). Figure 3 shows the comparison between the observed and predicted frequencies of the response variable. It was evident that the Poisson, negative binomial, and Poisson Hurdle over-predicted the frequency at each count category, while the negative binomial Hurdle model provided the best model fitting (Figure 3) . The Pearson χ 2 statistic was calculated between observed and predicted frequencies for each model. The results showed that the Poisson model with RE had the largest deviance from the observed frequencies (χ 2 = 65.45), followed by the Poisson Hurdle model with RE (χ 2 = 26.50) and the negative binomial model with RE (χ 2 = 21.02). The negative binomial Hurdle model with RE (χ 2 = 6.62) had the smallest deviance from the observed frequencies. The results indicated that the negative binomial Hurdle model handled both issues of overdispersion and excessive zeros effectively and improved model fitting.
computed The jackknife resampling was used to validate the model performance or prediction for the four models. The mean prediction error (MPE) and mean absolute error (MAE) were calculated (Table 5) . It appeared that two negative binomial models produced a smaller MPE and MAE than two Poisson The jackknife resampling was used to validate the model performance or prediction for the four models. The mean prediction error (MPE) and mean absolute error (MAE) were calculated (Table 5) . It appeared that two negative binomial models produced a smaller MPE and MAE than two Poisson counterparts, indicating that negative binomial models were more suitable to deal with overdispersion better. Further, the model jackknifing predictions were summarized into count categories and compared with the observed frequency of the response variable (Figure 4) . It was evident that both the negative binomial and negative binomial Hurdle models performed much better than both Poisson and Poisson Hurdle models, which over-predicted the frequency at the count categories of 1, 2, and 3 ( Figure 4 ). The Pearson χ 2 statistic was then calculated between jackknifing predicted and the frequencies for each model were observed. The results showed that the negative binomial Hurdle model with RE had the smallest χ 2 deviance from the observed frequencies (Table 5) , which confirmed that the negative binomial Hurdle model handled both issues of overdispersion and excessive zeros effectively and improved both model fitting and prediction. Poisson Hurdle models, which over-predicted the frequency at the count categories of 1, 2, and 3 ( Figure  4 ). The Pearson χ 2 statistic was then calculated between jackknifing predicted and the frequencies for each model were observed. The results showed that the negative binomial Hurdle model with RE had the smallest χ 2 deviance from the observed frequencies (Table 5) , which confirmed that the negative binomial Hurdle model handled both issues of overdispersion and excessive zeros effectively and improved both model fitting and prediction. 
Discussion
Our results showed that the negative binomial Hurdle model with the random effects was the best model among the four GLIMM models applied in this study. Generally, the Poisson model was not a good candidate model for the count data with overdispersion due to its restricted assumption of equal mean and variance. In this case, the negative binomial model became a better alternative because it included a dispersion parameter to deal with the overdispersion. The Hurdle model, a mixture of logistic regression and truncated-at-zero model, is designed to treat the zero count and positive counts in two stages when there are excessive zero counts in the data. It was no surprise to find that the negative binomial Hurdle model was the best model for our children's BLL data because it could account for the overdispersion from 
Our results showed that the negative binomial Hurdle model with the random effects was the best model among the four GLIMM models applied in this study. Generally, the Poisson model was not a good candidate model for the count data with overdispersion due to its restricted assumption of equal mean and variance. In this case, the negative binomial model became a better alternative because it included a dispersion parameter to deal with the overdispersion. The Hurdle model, a mixture of logistic regression and truncated-at-zero model, is designed to treat the zero count and positive counts in two stages when there are excessive zero counts in the data. It was no surprise to find that the negative binomial Hurdle model was the best model for our children's BLL data because it could account for the overdispersion from the excessive zeros. Other research results showed that the zero-inflated negative binomial model had a similar performance as the negative binomial Hurdle model, and both showed better model fitting and prediction over other candidate models for the vaccine adverse health outcomes modeling [16] . In this study, however, the excessive zeros only came from one process (i.e., sampling zeros), which was the children's BLL less than 10 µg/dL. Thus, the Hurdle model would be more appropriate to handle the excessive zeros. On the other hand, if the zero counts also included the children without BLL screening test, the zero-inflated negative binomial would be a good choice, which treats the zero counts generated by two different processes [7, 8, 16] . It could be used to deal with complex spatial data of children with lead poisoning and may be generalized to other cities or conditions.
It was argued that the lead in soil was a major lead contamination source causing pediatric lead poisoning. Therefore, soil lead was considered as one of the covariates in this study. Among the four models, the soil lead concentration was statistically significant in the Poisson and negative binomial models. It was also significant in the logistic regression models of the two Hurdle models for predicting the probability of children having lead poisoning in a given census block. However, it became less significant in the truncated models for predicting the number of children at lead poisoning risk. Therefore, the soil lead concentration may play a different role in children's lead poisoning. It may be more important for identifying the possibility of children's lead poisoning, but it may not be strongly associated with high risks of lead poisoning. This result might indicate that relatively poor conditions of older houses with lower tax values may be a more important factors impacting the high risks of children's lead poisoning, while the soil lead contamination may have a certain level of association with indoor dust but this pathway was influenced by latent factors, so we concluded that soil lead had an insubstantial link with the high risks of children with lead poisoning [1] [2] [3] .
Lead-contaminated dust and lead-based paint appeared to be the principal sources of exposure for young children. Water could be contaminated by the leaching of lead from lead pipes or lead-based solder at pipe joints. Lead abatement treatments and water pipe systems were expensive for a low-income household to implement and replace. Given these lead pathways, the children living in older, inner-city housing and low socioeconomic class are at higher risks for lead poisoning. Our models clearly showed that the building year of the houses is an important risk factor of children with lead poisoning because old houses are associated with lead-based paint as well as lead pipes or pipe joints in the water delivery system. Another important risk factor is the town taxable value of the houses which implies the ability to mitigate the lead hazard. Low-income households will not have been able to remodel and are more vulnerable to the lead hazard.
One of the limitations of this study was that the data sources were from different years, for example, the response variable was collected in 2007-2011, the socio-economic variables such as the building year and town taxable value were collected from the 2005 tax layer, and the soil lead concentration data were collected in [2003] [2004] . The timing mismatch of the data and variables may cause inaccuracies and imprecisions in the modeling process.
Conclusions
This study demonstrated that the spatial negative binomial Hurdle model fitted the children's BLL count data best and provided better predictions over other models. The spatial effects (spatial autocorrelation and heterogeneity) were modeled using the random effects across the census blocks, which provided a better estimation of the standard errors of the model coefficients. The application of the offset variable enabled to take into account the different "population sizes" (the total number of BLL screening tests in each census block) so that the models provided the rate of lead poisoning for children at risk. The building year and town taxable value of the houses were statistically significant for predicting the lead poisoning at multiple risk levels, while the soil lead concentration was less significantly associated with high risks of children's lead poisoning. This finding may provide the insight that the effective lead poisoning prevention intervention and mitigation strategy might focus on the tap water lead testing and continued lead-based paint inspection, especially in the older houses with relatively poor conditions. 
